The use of angiodynography to quantify blood flow in the canine aorta.
Previous attempts to quantify blood flow by means of ultrasound have been hampered by inaccurate diameter measurements and failure to account for the parabolic nature of the cross-sectional velocity profile. Angiodynography (ADG) provides a B-mode image of vessel walls, and the outer flow envelope is constantly monitored to provide phasic diameter measurements throughout the cardiac cycle. Frequency shifts are color-coded to provide a real-time visual display of varying velocity patterns across the vessel lumen throughout the cardiac cycle as well as calculation of average flow velocity and mean blood flow. Simultaneous flow values obtained with ADG were compared with electromagnetic flow probe (EMF) measurements in 12 open-chest dogs. Flow was varied with volume administration and exsanguination, and 201 data points were obtained. The average flow determined by EMF was 2.0 +/- 0.9 L/min compared with 2.04 +/- 0.71 L/min for ADG. The correlation coefficient was 0.88, the y-intercept was close to zero, and the slope approached unity, confirming the ability of ADG to accurately determine volume blood flow rather than merely to establish a flow trend. It is concluded that ADG offers an accurate way of quantifying volume blood flow.